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Fine tailoring, sophisticated ergonomics, soft or channeled upholstery, with or without exposed framework.

Not all skeletons should 
be kept in the closet.
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Italia High Back executive chair with swivel, gas lift, synchron mechanism and casters
   optionally with 4 position ‘weight sensitive’ mechanism or 4 point pedestal swivel base

Italia Mid Back executive chair with swivel, gas lift, synchron mechanism and casters
   optionally with 4 position ‘weight sensitive’ mechanism or 4 point pedestal swivel base

Italia Low Back task chair with swivel, gas lift, optional tilt, and casters
   optionally with 4 point pedestal swivel base

Dimensions: 
High Back 27.25’’ W x 26.00’’ D x 49.25 - 54.50’’ H | Seat Ht 16.50 - 21.75’’
Mid Back 27.25’’ W x 26.00’’ D x 38.50 - 43.75’’ H | Seat Ht 16.50 - 21.75’’
Low Back 21.75’’ W x 21.25’’ D x 28.00 - 33.00’’ H | Seat Ht 22.25 - 27.25’’

Frame: 

Steel and molded foam substrate. Cast aluminum base available polished, or in black (NE), white (BI), gray (GG), 
ivory (SB), green (VD) and blush (MT). Back available with optional exposed framework, finished to match base. Environmental Considerations: 

Italia is produced in compliance with ISO 9001 and 14001 standards, recyclable after use.  

At Gordon we strive to incorporate best practices with regard to environmental sustainability.  
We encourage clients to reference our sustainability overview at: www.gordonisgood.com/sustainability.

Upholstery: 

There are three upholstery options: full upholstery with ‘extra soft’ vertical channel stitching, 
full upholstery with a ‘smooth’ surface and exposed wire steel framework surround, or ‘smooth’
upholstery with no exposed wire steel framework.

Italia is offered in high quality full grain Italian leather, seen in the Luxy by Gordon upholstery pdf on our 
website. Synthetic eco-leather, various fabric selections, or COM-COL, may be special ordered. Please 
contact us for details on grading in the range of options.

COM-COL: 

Please note there is a 10 pc minimum for COM-COL. Due to the complex nature of the upholstery 
process, all COM-COL must be pre-approved. Materials that are thick or rigid are not applicable.

                black                 white                 gray                  ivory                  green                blush             aluminum

   Fully upholstered version with
   Extra Soft channeling.

   Smooth version with
   exposed wire steel frame.

   Smooth version without
   exposed wire steel frame.



6150ES - Executive Chair - Extra Soft Upholstery - 5 position Synchron
 

  TP Leather

Synchron  3653 

Weight Sensitive 3589

Pedestal  3784 (pedestal with weight sensitive mechanism)

* fixed feet available instead of casters on all versions, same price
6150ES Italia
Executive w Casters

6150SM Italia
Executive w Ped Feet

6150SM Italia
Executive Rocket Base

6151ES Italia
Manager w Casters

6151ES Italia
Manager w Ped Feet

6151SM Italia
Manager Rocket Base

6152ES Italia
Task w Casters

6152SM Italia
Task w Rocket Base

6152SM Italia
Task w Ped Feet

Italia Collection - by Favaretto & Partners Pricing / Italia 6150ES / 6150W / 6150U - Executive Seating
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6150W - Executive Chair - Wire Frame Upholstery - 5 position Synchron
 

  TP Leather

Synchron  4480 

Weight Sensitive 4804 

Pedestal  3773 (pedestal with weight sensitive mechanism)

* fixed feet available instead of casters on all versions, same price

6150U - Executive Chair - Full Smooth Upholstery - 5 position Synchron
 

  TP Leather

Synchron  3407 

Weight Sensitive 3342 

Pedestal  3540 (pedestal with weight sensitive mechanism)

* fixed feet available instead of casters on all versions, same price

Paolo & Francesco Favaretto

Smooth Upholstery w/o Wire Frame:

Smooth Upholstery w/Wire Frame:

Extra Soft Upholstery:

Syncron mechanism w/weight intensity 

adjustment and anti-panic control. 20° 

inclination of the backrest and 8° of the 

seat ensures enhanced ergonomic

benefit. 5 locking positions and sliding

seat plate with 2.5” of adjustment

front to back. Adjustable seat height.

Weight sensitive syncron mechanism 

automatically adjusts to body weight. 

16° inclination of the backrest and 4° 

of the seat ensures enhanced ergo-

nomic benefit. 4 locking positions and 

sliding seat plate w/2.5” of adjustment 

front to back. Adjustable seat height.

Two mechanism options provide sophisticated ergonomic benefit:

4 point aluminum base with weight 

sensitive syncron mechanism 

automatically adjusts to body weight. 

16° inclination of the backrest and 4° 

of the seat ensures enhanced ergo-

nomic benefit. 4 locking positions and 

sliding seat plate w/2.5” of adjustment 

front to back. Adjustable seat height.

Pedestal base:



6152 - Task Chair - Full Upholstery - caster base, gas lift with swivel 
   TP Leather

Gas Lift, swivel  2133 

Gas Lift, swivel, tilt  2316 

Pricing / Italia 6151ES / 6151W / 6151U - Management Seating Pricing / Italia 6152U - Task Seating
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Gas lift mechanism with swivel
for task chair: Optional tilt also 
available.

6152P - Task Chair - Full Upholstery - fixed feet, gas lift with swivel 
   TP Leather

Gas Lift, swivel  2316 

6152R - Pedestal Chair - Full Upholstery - pedestal base, swivel mechanism
   TP Leather

Swivel   2318 

6151ES - Management Chair - Extra Soft Upholstery - 5 position Synchron
 

  TP Leather

Synchron  3409 

Weight Sensitive 3344 

Pedestal  3542 (pedestal with weight sensitive mechanism)

* fixed feet available instead of casters on all versions, same price

6151W - Management Chair - Wire Frame Upholstery - 5 position Synchron
 

  TP Leather

Synchron  3602 

Weight Sensitive 3791 

Pedestal  3773 (pedestal with weight sensitive mechanism)

* fixed feet available instead of casters on all versions, same price

6151U - Management Chair - Full Smooth Upholstery - 5 position Synchron
 

  TP Leather

Synchron  3176 

Weight Sensitive 3109 

Pedestal  3409 (pedestal with weight sensitive mechanism)

* fixed feet available instead of casters on all versions, same price

Swivel mechanism for
pedestal chair:

Syncron mechanism w/weight intensity 

adjustment and anti-panic control. 20° 

inclination of the backrest and 8° of the 

seat ensures enhanced ergonomic

benefit. 5 locking positions and sliding

seat plate with 2.5” of adjustment

front to back. Adjustable seat height.

Weight sensitive syncron mechanism 

automatically adjusts to body weight. 

16° inclination of the backrest and 4° 

of the seat ensures enhanced ergo-

nomic benefit. 4 locking positions and 

sliding seat plate w/2.5” of adjustment 

front to back. Adjustable seat height.

Two mechanism options provide sophisticated ergonomic benefit:

4 point aluminum base with weight 

sensitive syncron mechanism 

automatically adjusts to body weight. 

16° inclination of the backrest and 4° 

of the seat ensures enhanced ergo-

nomic benefit. 4 locking positions and 

sliding seat plate w/2.5” of adjustment 

front to back. Adjustable seat height.

Pedestal base:


